A mechanism for injury through cerebral arteriole inflation.
An increase in arterial pressure within the cerebral vasculature appears to coincide with ischemia and dysfunction of the neurovascular unit in some cases of traumatic brain injury. In this study, we examine a new mechanism of brain tissue damage that results from excessive cerebral arteriole pressurization. We begin by considering the morphological and material properties of normotensive and hypertensive arterioles and present a computational model that captures the interaction of neighboring pressurized arterioles and the surrounding brain tissue. Assuming an axonal strain-induced injury criterion, we find that the injury depends on vessel spacing, proximity to an unconfined free surface, and the relative difference in stiffness between the arterioles and the surrounding tissue. We find that a steeper heterogeneity (stiffer vessels surrounded by softer brain tissue) causes larger axial strains to develop at some distance from the arteriole wall, within the brain parenchyma. For a more gradual heterogeneity (softer vessels), we observe more larger strain fields close to the arteriole walls. Both deformation patterns are comparable to damage seen in previous pathology studies on postmortem TBI patients. Finally, we use an analytical model to approximate the interplay between internal pressure, arteriole thickness, and the variation in mechanical properties of arterioles.